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MINISTERIAL EXPERT COMMITTEE ON ELECTORAL REFORM
My opinion is : First past the post : The first Candidate to get the highest vote is *first past the post*
The Second Candidate to get the next highest vote is *second past the post*
The Third Candidate to get the next highest votes is *third past the post*
Get ride of this stupid preferential voting : Who wants the preferential whispering ghost assistance??
It is NOT FAIR – it is not right!
Like a horse race, like a running race, like a school prefect, like any competition
Like who is the fastest swimmer, like who makes the best cake, like who gets the most Council votes,
Like who gets the most golf club votes,
Like who do you want to represent you in an election?
You want : First past the post : The one that achieves the most votes WINS OUTRIGHT. That’s it!
Also : Representation for the Country People : The Candidate elected in the city take a day to walk around
their electorate.
The Candidate elected in the suburbs take 2 days to walk around their electorate.
The Candidate elected in the country take about 3 weeks to FLY around their electorate.
Mining and Pastoral is 2.2million square kilometres – a huge area – possibly bigger that Europe!
Please do not take away the 9 seats in the UPPER HOUSE from the country : it will be disastrous for the 
country electors.
The Country people will have no representatives to call on for help.
How can the country people survive?
Remember : if you win the lottery – you win the lottery – you do not have any ghost whisperers preferences 
winning! – DO YOU?
Marye Louise Daniels
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